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ABSTRACT: The alloying mechanism of high-capacity tin
anodes for sodium-ion batteries is investigated using a
combined theoretical and experimental approach. Ab initio
random structure searching (AIRSS) and high-throughput
screening using a species-swap method provide insights into a
range of possible sodium−tin structures. These structures are
linked to experiments using both average and local structure
probes in the form of operando pair distribution function
analysis, X-ray diﬀraction, and 23Na solid-state nuclear
magnetic resonance (ssNMR), along with ex situ 119Sn
ssNMR. Through this approach, we propose structures for the previously unidentiﬁed crystalline and amorphous intermediates.
The ﬁrst electrochemical process of sodium insertion into tin results in the conversion of crystalline tin into a layered structure
consisting of mixed Na/Sn occupancy sites intercalated between planar hexagonal layers of Sn atoms (approximate stoichiometry
NaSn3). Following this, NaSn2, which is predicted to be thermodynamically stable by AIRSS, forms; this contains hexagonal
layers closely related to NaSn3, but has no tin atoms between the layers. NaSn2 is broken down into an amorphous phase of
approximate composition Na1.2Sn. Reverse Monte Carlo reﬁnements of an ab initio molecular dynamics model of this phase
show that the predominant tin connectivity is chains. Further reaction with sodium results in the formation of structures
containing Sn−Sn dumbbells, which interconvert through a solid-solution mechanism. These structures are based upon
Na5−xSn2, with increasing occupancy of one of its sodium sites commensurate with the amount of sodium added. ssNMR results
indicate that the ﬁnal product, Na15Sn4, can store additional sodium atoms as an oﬀ-stoichiometry compound (Na15+xSn4) in a
manner similar to Li15Si4.
■ INTRODUCTION
Sodium-ion batteries are an attractive option for many
electrochemical devices owing to the low cost and high
abundance of sodium. Furthermore, the lack of an alloying
reaction with aluminum at low potentials prevents the need for
expensive copper current collectors.1,2 Graphite is used as an
anode material in the majority of existing lithium-ion batteries.
However, it shows very little capacity for sodium.3 Alloying
materials, such as Sn, Sb, Ge, and Pb, are of great interest
because of their large gravimetric capacities: practical reversible
capacities of 500, 580, 350, and 480 mAh g−1, respectively, have
previously been reported over multiple cycles, with theoretical
capacities even greater.4−6 Tin shows a very high theoretical
capacity of 847 mAh g−1 (based on complete conversion to
Na15Sn4), and reported experimental capacities have been able
to approach this.4,7 Furthermore, it has frequently been
employed in binary systems, such as SnSb, CoSn, and SnS,
which can oﬀer improved long-term performance.8−12 Eﬀorts
to understand these more complex systems will be aided by a
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detailed understanding of the nature of sodium storage in the
single-component tin system.
The electrochemical properties of the sodium−tin system
were ﬁrst investigated in 1920 when four NaSn alloys were
discovered through electrochemical reactions in pyridine
solutions, namely Na4Sn, Na2Sn, NaSn, and NaSn2 (i.e.,
Na0.5Sn).
13 Molten sodium batteries with tin counter-electrodes
were investigated in the early 1990s, identifying three single-
phase alloy regions and determining their approximate
compositions.14 A patent application in 2007 used tin as the
anode in a full-cell conﬁguration.15 Recent intense interest in
the sodium−tin electrochemical system began in 2011 when a
theoretical voltage proﬁle of Na−Sn was calculated by Chevrier
et al. using known crystal structures from the Inorganic Crystal
Structure Database (ICSD),16 including NaSn5, NaSn, Na9Sn4,
and Na15Sn4 (i.e., Na0.2Sn, NaSn, Na2.25Sn, and Na3.75Sn,
respectively).3 A subsequent experimental work presented a
galvanostatic electrochemical proﬁle with four distinguishable
plateaus, which were assigned to the mechanism proposed by
Chevrier et al., although there was a large discrepancy between
the calculated and experimental results.4 Ellis et al. proposed a
slightly diﬀerent mechanism for the ﬁrst plateau, where a
composition of NaSn3 was determined by coulometry.
17 The
authors were the ﬁrst to identify the formation of an
amorphous species of approximate composition NaSn and
also demonstrate the formation of additional crystalline
intermediates, but, with the exception of Na15Sn4, their
diﬀraction patterns do not match those of any known structures
for these phases. An operando transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) study of tin nanoparticles suggested a diﬀerent phase
transformation: a ﬁrst step two-phase reaction from pristine Sn
to amorphous NaSn2, followed by single-phase reactions
resulting in amorphous Na9Sn4 and Na3Sn phases, and ﬁnally
a crystalline Na15Sn4 phase.
18 It should be noted that signiﬁcant
diﬀerences in the experimental setup used in the TEM study,
such as a solid NaOH + Na2O electrolyte in place of a
conventional liquid electrolyte and the use of potential rather
than current control, could have an eﬀect on the observed
sodium insertion mechanism.19 Work by Baggetto et al. on tin
thin ﬁlms showed a more complex form of the electrochemical
potential proﬁle.7 The ﬁrst process around 0.4 V was shown to
be composed of two processes on discharge, but only a single
process on charge. Their experimental work was accompanied
by a density functional theory (DFT) calculation of theoretical
voltages using the known Na−Sn phases and metastable phases
generated using the cluster-expansion method. Using X-ray
diﬀraction (XRD), they furthered previous analysis by assigning
the DFT calculated Na5Sn2−R3̅m (where R3 ̅m refers to the
space group, speciﬁed here to distinguish between diﬀerent
possible polymorphs) structure to the phase formed at the end
of the third process. In a more recent study, the same group
performed a reinvestigation of NaxSn phases with x ≥ 1.
20 The
XRD pattern of a phase synthesized by solid-state reaction
methods matched Na7Sn3−R3 ̅m, a defect variant of the Li5Sn2−
R3 ̅m structure with sodium substituted for lithium; therefore it
was postulated that this, not Na5Sn2, is the product of the
electrochemical reaction with tin. The authors proposed that
Na7Sn3 formed at the expense of the thermodynamically stable
Na9Sn4−Cmcm phase due to its slow formation kinetics.
Clearly, there remain signiﬁcant gaps in understanding of the
phases formed during sodium insertion. In the following, we
present an investigation into these phases using a combination
of structure prediction, combining ab initio random structure
searching (AIRSS)21,22 with high-throughput screening from
the ICSD, and experiment. The unique capability of AIRSS to
access metastable phases enables us to explore the Na−Sn
system and predict new structures. Operando measurements
circumvent problems associated with sample degradation,
which can complicate the interpretation of ex situ data, and
can additionally observe metastable intermediates that may be
subject to relaxation eﬀects during post-mortem analysis. We
use operando XRD, pair distribution function (PDF) analysis,
and solid-state NMR (ssNMR) to probe both local structure
and longer-range in order to analyze the structure of the phases
Figure 1. (a) Formation enthalpy per atom vs sodium concentration in the Na−Sn compound. The convex hull (tie-line) is constructed by joining
the stable structures obtained by the searches. Only the lowest energy structure for each composition within 0.02 eV/atom from the convex hull are
shown. (b) Electrochemistry data for a sodium−tin cell cycled at a rate of C/20 (corresponding to achieving a capacity of 847 mAh g−1 in 20 h)
between 2 and 0.001 V (black line). Observed electrochemical processes are indicated with arrows. Average potentials relative to sodium metal
calculated for the structures found on the convex hull are shown as red lines calculated by DFT. The blue line corresponds to the potentials
calculated by DFT using structures which best ﬁt the experimental observations (namely NaSn2, a-NaSn, Na5Sn2, and Na15Sn4). The theoretical
proﬁles are aligned with the experimental proﬁle (removing process “0”) such that it starts with process 1. Experimental data are normalized (to
allow ready comparison with theory) such that 3.75 Na are inserted (and removed) during processes 1 through 4′ (data plotted vs capacity may be
found in Figure S1). As the linear x-axes for (a) and (b) diﬀer according to the requirements of the functions plotted, secondary axes are included to
allow ready comparison between them.
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formed. In particular, the following questions are addressed: (i)
the number and nature of the crystalline phase(s) formed
during the ﬁrst electrochemical process, about which little is
known; (ii) the structural features of the amorphous phase
formed during the second electrochemical process; and (iii) the
phase formed during the third process, where there remains a
lack of consensus within the literatureNa9Sn4, Na7Sn3, and
Na3Sn, have all been suggested as potential candidates.
■ RESULTS
Theory Overview. In Figure 1a, we present a plot of
formation enthalpy as a function of sodium concentration for
the structures obtained by AIRSS and the swapping species
method. For clarity, only the lowest energy structures, within
0.02 eV/atom of the tie-lines are included. The tie-lines are
deﬁned by connecting the points depicting the lowest energy
structures found, such that the overall tie-line function is
convex (i.e., forming a convex hull). A description of these
structures is found in Table S1. Despite the existence of a low-
temperature (thermodynamic) phase of tin, α-Sn, we have used
the metastable phase β-Sn to set the chemical potential since
the latter is used experimentally as the battery anode. The
convex hull construction predicts the following stable phases:
NaSn5 (P4 ̅21m), NaSn2 (P6/mmm), Na5Sn8 (P2/c), NaSn (I41/
acd), Na7Sn3 (P3212), and Na15Sn4 (I4̅3d). Of these, the
structures of NaSn5, Na5Sn8, NaSn, and Na15Sn4 have been
experimentally reported.23−26 In addition, a number of
metastable phases are identiﬁed, with energies close to the
convex hull. In Figure 1b, we present the voltage curve
calculated from these stable structures, which exhibits a
reasonable agreement with an experimentally obtained curve.
The convex hull shows three stable structures with a sodium
content ≤ Na0.5Sn: NaSn5,
23 Na5Sn8
24 (Na1.17Sn2 with partial
occupancies set to one), and a NaSn2−P6/mmm structure
obtained by AIRSS. The predicted NaSn2−P6/mmm structure
(AlB2 structure type) has a formation energy 0.015 eV/atom
lower than the experimentally known NaSn2−C2/m Zintl
phase.27 Baggetto et al. obtained a series of phases with the
NaSn2 composition, using a cluster-expansion method.
7 They
provided a total of 27 diﬀerent structures in the Supporting
Information, of which four are reported to have stoichiometry
NaSn2. One of these phases (P2/m) actually has a
stoichiometry of Na1Sn1, the remaining three having space
groups C2/c, P21/m, and P63/mmc. They are all similar in terms
of Sn−Sn connectivity to our P6/mmm structure, but diﬀer in
containing irregular hexagons or nonplanar layers. The closest
match is their monoclinic P21/m phase, which was not included
within their analysis of the Na−Sn convex hull. Relaxation of
this structure with the DFT level of theory presented here led
to another local minima with Cmmm symmetry, rather than our
P6/mmm structure. Given the large number of structurally
related phases with this composition, we have assessed the
dynamical stability of our P6/mmm structure by performing a
phonon calculation using density-functional perturbation
theory in CASTEP (full details can be found in the
Experimental Methods).28 The obtained dispersion shown in
Figure 2a shows no negative frequencies suggesting that the
phase is dynamically stable at 0 K. The convergence of the
phonon dispersion with respect to the BZ point sampling was
found to be very slow, particularly the mode corresponding to
the out-of-plane Sn vibrations. Using a spacing of 0.03 Å−1 led
to imaginary frequencies in the vicinity of q = 0,0,0.5 Å−1. A
spacing of 0.0175 Å−1 was found to be suﬃcient to converge
the phonon dispersion, probably hinting at a strong coupling
between phonon modes and the Fermi surface. NaSn2 was also
identiﬁed in a recent DFT study, where it was predicted to be at
least metastable under ambient conditions.29 In this region we
further identify three metastable structures within 0.02 eV/
atom of the convex hull: NaSn17 which was obtained by
swapping species from Na0.40Si17
30 with partial occupancies set
to 1, and two AIRSS structures: NaSn4−Cc and NaSn3−Pm3 ̅m.
Phases with a stoichiometry of NaSn4 and NaSn3 have been
observed as shown in the Na−Sn phase diagram,31 nevertheless
no crystal structure of these phases has been reported
experimentally. Our predicted NaSn4 and NaSn3 structures
exhibit similar connectivity to that found in NaSn5, being
mainly composed of a 3-D network of Sn atoms. We note that
this AIRSS- derived NaSn3 structure is distinct from the phase
of the same stoichiometry discussed later as part of the
experimental results. The experimentally known Na5Sn13
structure also falls within this composition range,32 but is
found 0.023 eV/atom from the convex hull, which is above our
0.02 eV/atom cutoﬀ, and is therefore not included in our
analysis.
Moving to higher concentrations, Na1Sn1−I41/acd is the only
stable phase found in NaxSn 0.5 < x < 2. Beyond this (Na2Sn to
Na3.5Sn), the structures exhibit Sn−Sn dumbbells. Our DFT
calculations predict that the Na7Sn3 phase, obtained by
Figure 2. (a) Phonon dispersion curve of NaSn2−P6/mmm. The absence of any imaginary frequency in the Brillouin zone conﬁrms the stability of a
structure in terms of lattice dynamics. (b) A projection of the NaSn2 structure viewed down the c-axis. (c) A projection of the NaSn2 structure
viewed down the (110) plane; sodium atoms are shown in yellow, tin in gray.
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swapping species from Li7Si3−P3212, is stable whereas the
experimentally reported Na9Sn4
33 phase is found 4 meV/atom
above the convex hull tie-line.
The lowest sodium content structure in this region is a
metastable Na2Sn−P21/c AIRSS structure. The structure is
formed of non-collinear Sn−Sn dumbbells. The Na7Sn3 and
Na9Sn4 structures mentioned above are found on increasing in
sodium further, followed by Na5Sn2, Na13Sn5, Na8Sn3, and
Na13Sn4. All these metastable structures are very close to the
tie-line of the convex hull construction. The concentration of
Sn−Sn dumbbells in Na2Sn, Na9Sn4, Na7Sn3, and Na5Sn2 is
gradually lowered as Na concentration is increased, forming a
mixture of Sn−Sn dumbbells and isolated atoms in Na13Sn5,
Na8Sn3, and Na13Sn4. This tendency to form a series of
structurally related dumbbell-containing compounds has been
observed in the Li−Si34 and Li−Ge34,35 systems, and we refer
the reader to reference 34 for a detailed description of the
structures. Of course, a diﬀerence is observed in the dumbbell
distances compared to the Li−Si,Ge systems, however, a similar
trend is observed, as is shown in Figure S15: the distance of the
Sn−Sn dumbbells increases with Na concentration reaching a
maximum at Na5Sn2, at this concentration the dumbbells start
to break up allowing the remaining Sn−Sn dumbbells to relax.
At the highest sodium concentrations (>Na3.5Sn) we ﬁnd the
stable Na15Sn4−I4 ̅3d phase, along with three metastable phases
at higher sodium concentrations: Na4Sn−Pnma (which is a
known Na−Sn phase with partial occupancies set to one),
Na21Sn5−F4 ̅3m, and Na17Sn4−F4 ̅3m which were obtained by
swapping species from LiSn phases. All these structures contain
isolated Sn atoms.
In the following sections, we interpret our experimental data
in the context of the phases shown on this hull.
Electrochemical Results. Figure 1b shows the exper-
imental galvanostatic electrochemical proﬁle obtained at a rate
of C/20 and a temperature of 55 °C. In agreement with
previous reports, we observe multiple electrochemical pro-
cesses; we denote these as processes 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, and these
names will be used throughout the subsequent text. We also
note that there are sloping regions toward the end of processes
2, 3, and 4, which account for a signiﬁcant fraction of the
capacity at these potentials. We refer to these as 2′, 3′, and 4′,
respectively. The reasons underlying these distinctions will be
discussed in the following sections. In addition, Baggetto et al.
note the possibility that the ﬁrst electrochemical process on
discharge (around 450 mV) may in fact be two distinct
processes;7 we refer to these as processes 1 followed by 1′.
Overview of Operando Results. Operando PDF data,
obtained by the Fourier transformation of X-ray total scattering
data, are shown in Figure 3a. It is apparent that the pristine
material (β-Sn) initially undergoes very little change (electro-
chemical process 0), which is followed by a transformation of β-
Sn into one or more crystalline phases, with correlations
extending beyond 50 Å (electrochemical processes 1 and 1′).
The loss of extended connectivity during electrochemical
processes 2 and 2′ is clear, with no major correlations found
beyond 20 Å in this region. Finally, a return to long-range
ordering is observed throughout the remaining electrochemical
Figure 3. Operando measurements for electrochemical cells with sodium metal and tin electrodes, and a NaPF6 electrolyte. (a) Selected PDFs
obtained during the ﬁrst discharge are vertically oﬀset in time; the colors correspond to the points shown on the electrochemical curve. (b) 23Na
NMR spectra obtained during the ﬁrst discharge, aligned with the corresponding electrochemistry (c). Strong features corresponding largely to the
electrolyte or metal have been truncated for clarity. Spectra are colored in the region −500 to 1000 ppm according to their intensity. Selected regions
are highlighted above, where the colors now correspond to the points shown on the electrochemical curve. The cells were cycled at a rate of C/30
(corresponding to achieving a capacity of 847 mAh g−1 in 30 h) between 2 and 0.001 V, and held at the end of discharge until the current dropped to
below C/100.
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processes. In addition, it is clear that the sharp Sn−Sn nearest-
neighbor peak, at approximately 3 Å, is not observed to change
signiﬁcantly during processes 0 through 3′.
Figure 3b shows the operando 23Na NMR spectra obtained
during the ﬁrst discharge. Peaks at −10 and 1140 ppm are
observed throughout the measurement, including in the
spectrum of the as-assembled electrochemical cell, and
correspond to the NaPF6 electrolyte and the sodium metal
counter electrode, respectively. During electrochemical pro-
cesses 1 and 1′, we observe the growth of a weak peak with a
maximum at 620 ppm. This signal disappears, and a new
resonance is observed at 50 ppm during process 2. Throughout
process 2′, the peak at 50 ppm broadens and shifts to 75 ppm;
it then shrinks as a further sodium environment is formed with
a peak at a shift of 202 ppm, which corresponds to the phase
formed during the third electrochemical process. The sloping
region of the electrochemistry that follows, i.e. process 3′, sees
this resonance shift gradually to 180 ppm. The ﬁnal processes
during discharge (processes 4 and 4′) result in the appearance
of two additional sodium environments. We see a very broad
resonance with maximum around −75 ppm, and a further peak
with maximum around −260 ppm which appears later. The
majority of the resonances observed have a shift whose
magnitude is greater than 100 ppm; this is ascribed to the
Knight shift, which is caused by the interaction of unpaired
electrons at the Fermi level of the conduction band interacting
with the nuclear spins.36 The shift is a measure of the density of
states at the Fermi level at the Na nucleus, and is indicative of
metallic character of the material.
We now discuss the operando PDF and NMR results, in
conjunction with additional operando XRD data together for
each distinct electrochemical process, from 0 through to 4′.
Process 0. A slope from 1.4 V to around 0.5 V is observed in
the electrochemistry. No signiﬁcant capacity has been reported
as a result of sodium−tin alloying reactions at these potentials.
We, thus, attribute this capacity to three factors that do not
involve Sn (hence our naming of this process as process 0):
electrolyte decomposition to form a solid electrolyte interphase
(SEI) layer, and sodium storage within the carbon additive are
both commonly observed at these potentials.37,38 In addition,
operando XRD data for the pristine material indicates small
amounts of SnO and SnO2 are present in addition to β-Sn
(Figure S2). During this period of the electrochemistry, our
diﬀraction data indicates that SnO and SnO2 convert
sequentially into Sn metal (SI). Na2O is also expected to
form, but the low concentration compared with the bulk β-Sn,
along with the much smaller X-ray structure factors of Na and
O compared with Sn meant that we were unable to detect this.
These reactions have previously been observed to result in a
sloping electrochemical curve starting at 1 and 0.8 V,
respectively, and ending around 0.5 V in both cases.39,40 As
these reactions result in the formation of β-Sn, the material that
we are investigating, the presence of these side-reactions prior
to the reaction of tin metal is highly unlikely to impact our
subsequent results.
23Na operando ssNMR measurements during this process
show no signiﬁcant changes. This is consistent with forming
very small amounts of Na2O (δ = 55.1 ppm
41), which would
give a signal too weak to show above the noise. Reﬁnements of
PDF data during this process indicate an increasingly good
match to β-Sn (Table S2), consistent with the loss of the
impurity oxide phases. Reﬁnements were not made with either
of the oxides as secondary phases owing to the very small
concentrations observed in the Bragg diﬀraction data.
Processes 1 and 1′. The next feature in the electrochemistry
is observed at approximately 450 mV vs Na metal and appears
as a ﬂat plateau. During this step, intensity of the peaks
associated with initial Sn in the XRD/PDF patterns
progressively decrease, and peaks from a new phase start to
appear (Figure 3). PDF and diﬀraction data for the phase
remaining at the end of this process provide an excellent match
to the layered (P6/mmm) NaSn2 structure (Figures 4b, S4, and
S8). This structure consists of honeycomb-like layers of tin
separated by layers of sodium, whose atoms sit at the center of
the tin hexagons (Figure 2b,c). To the best of our knowledge,
this structure has not previously been experimentally observed.
Figure 4. (a) A projection of the NaSn3−Pmmm structure viewed down the c-axis, demonstrating the structural similarity to NaSn2. Sodium atoms
are shown in yellow, tin atoms in gray, and mixed occupancies are shown as a mixture of yellow and gray. (b) Frames from an operando XRD
experiment taken at the end of electrochemical processes 1 (green) and 1′ (orange). Note in particular the peak at 16.5° in the data for process 1,
which, along with others, cannot derive from NaSn2. Calculated patterns are shown below for Sn (red), NaSn2 (orange), and NaSn3 (green) (large
peaks have been truncated for clarity), trace amounts of Na from the cell background are indicated by #. Data were gathered using X-rays of
wavelength 0.1430 Å and converted to Cu Kα (1.54 Å). Ex situ (c) 23Na and (d) 119Sn 60 kHz MAS NMR spectra of tin anodes discharged to
480 mV (bottom, red), 430 mV (middle, green), and 300 mV (top, orange). Intensities have been normalized based on the sample mass and number
of transients collected. Spinning sidebands are indicated with an asterisk (*). In (c) shifts are indicated for peaks not resulting from SEI, sodium
inserted into the Super P carbon additive or sodium within the CMC binder (these constitute the broad peak between approximately −100 to
0 ppm). In (d) the shift of the peak arising from NaSn2 is indicated at 6275 ppm. The broad peak arising from the NaSn3 intermediate is indicated by
a horizontal arrow. The strong peak resulting from β-Sn at 6890 ppm has been truncated for clarity.
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It should be noted that, while a diﬀraction pattern for the pure
NaSn2 phase has not been previously reported, patterns
showing reﬂections consistent with this phase, along with one
or more additional phases, have. A model has yet to be
presented that explains these data.7,17
23Na operando NMR measurements reveal a single peak with
a shift of approximately 620 ppm, whose shift does not vary
during this electrochemical process. The highly Knight shifted
peak indicates a non-zero density of states at the Sn nuclei,
consistent with metallic properties of this material and the
extended tin structure. This is similar to the observed Knight
shift for graphite intercalation compounds, whose structures
show a good deal of similarity to NaSn2.
42
There is some debate in the literature as to whether a second,
overlapping, plateau may also be present at a similar potential.7
This is based upon electrochemical measurements of very thin
ﬁlms and is not resolvable in our electrochemical data. In order
to investigate more closely whether it is possible to isolate two
distinct phases forming in this region, we performed a second
operando measurement. To increase the number of data points
acquired, a cell was cycled considerably more slowly (a rate of
C/70 was used), and data suitable for PDF analysis and higher
resolution diﬀraction data were gathered alternately (either
PDF or XRD once every hour). Bragg reﬂections correspond-
ing to Sn decrease in intensity in this region as sodium is
inserted, while reﬂections corresponding to a further two
phases grow. It is unclear whether the two phases appear
sequentially or concurrently, however, at the end of this region
of the electrochemistry, only oneNaSn2remains (Figure
S3). Our diﬀraction data are, therefore, in agreement with the
observation of two conjugated plateaus.
The PDF data obtained during these processes (which we
now distinguish as process 1 followed by 1′) can be modeled
simply as a combination of Sn (whose Bragg reﬂections are
clearly observed in our diﬀraction data until the end of these
two processes) and NaSn2 at all points (SI). This suggests that
any additional intermediate must be structurally related to
either Sn or NaSn2, or is only present in very small
concentrations. However, these two phases alone are not
suﬃcient to reproduce the Bragg reﬂections observed (Figure
4b). In particular, the reﬂections at 16.4, 28.5, 38.0, and 40.8°,
along with further peaks at higher angles, cannot derive from
the NaSn2−P6/mmm structure.
The additional reﬂections are consistent with a structure
similar to NaSn2, retaining the honeycomb-like tin layers, but
with a reduction in symmetry resulting from the loss of the 6-
fold rotation axis. As this phase is formed prior to NaSn2, it
must have a lower sodium content. We, therefore, generated
lower symmetry structures solely through careful placement of
the sodium atoms between the tin layers. However, all such
structures we tried were unable to produce any signiﬁcant
intensity for the additional reﬂections. Intensity for these
reﬂections can only be generated through changes to the tin
structure.
It is clear from the PDF that there is no signiﬁcant deviation
from the honeycomb-like tin layers, we therefore tested a
model in which tin partially occupies sites within the sodium
layers. It is possible to account for the lowered symmetry by
replacing every other sodium atom in the NaSn2 structure with
a mixed Na0.5Sn0.5 occupancy in a Pmmm conﬁguration (Figure
4a). This results in a stoichiometry of NaSn3, which is
consistent with that expected from the electrochemistry, and
with a previous study using coulometry.17 Although this
structure does contain the additional reﬂections in the
diﬀraction pattern, there remain minor diﬀerences in intensity
(Figure 4b). This may be an artifact of the experimental setup
(e.g., preferred orientation eﬀects). In order to assess the
stability of this structure, we generated a Na4Sn8 supercell of
NaSn2−P6/mmm in which we exchanged one sodium atom for
a tin atom to give a stoichiometry of NaSn3 (Na3Sn9). This
phase was relaxed using the same DFT level of theory as used
in the convex hull construction. The resulting NaSn3−Pmmm
structure was converged without any major ionic rearrangement
and is found at only 0.007 eV/atom from the convex hull tie-
line.
While the operando 23Na ssNMR measurement (Figure 3)
revealed a single peak, higher resolution measurements using ex
situ 23Na magic angle spinning (MAS) ssNMR (Figure 4c)
contained an additional asymmetrical broad feature with a
maximum around 420 ppm. This signal could not be observed
in the static operando measurement, the additional line
broadening caused by the lack of MAS presumably leading to
a broad feature that disappears into the baseline. An additional
sharp peak at 610 ppm emerges following further sodium
insertion. Ex situ 119Sn MAS ssNMR spectra (Figure 4d) show
a sharp peak at 6890 ppm corresponding to residual Sn metal
and a broad resonance centered around 6600 ppm. With higher
sodium content, a sharp peak at 6275 ppm emerges. The sharp
resonance in spectra of both nuclei is assigned to the NaSn2
structure; the broad features reduce in intensity toward the end
of the processes and are consistent with disordered sodium and
tin atoms between the more ordered honeycomb-like tin layers
in the phases with stoichiometry close to NaSn3.
Therefore, we tentatively assign the ﬁrst electrochemical
process (1) to the formation of a phase similar to NaSn2 of
approximate composition NaSn3, consisting of tin layers
separated by disordered layers of mixed sodium and tin
occupancy. Following this, NaSn2−P6/mmm forms during
process 1′. Owing to the similarity of the structures formed, it is
possible that process 1′ begins before process 1 has gone to
completion as a result of an overpotential within the
electrochemical cells.
Processes 2 and 2′. PDF measurements reveal that the
process(es) at approximately 220 mV result in the breakdown
of almost all long-range structure, forming an amorphous solid.
The stoichiometry of this phase has previously been suggested
to be approximately Na1.2Sn.
7,17 As PDF is a total scattering
technique, which does not rely on long-range order, our
measurements are able to probe some structural features of the
amorphous intermediate. A PDF measurement taken at the end
of these processes (Figure 5) reveals relatively strong features at
low r, which rapidly decay with increasing r. Beyond
approximately 15 Å, peaks in the PDF are approximately
constant, with the decay in intensity consistent with instrument
resolution as opposed to limited particle size. This would be
consistent with having two phases present: a short-range, more
disordered phase with a correlation length around 15−30 Å,
and a more ordered phase with a much greater correlation
length. Similar behavior has been observed in the sodium−
antimony and lithium−FeOF systems.43,44 Alternatively, it is
possible that such a PDF could be generated through very
anisotropic disorder. In this situation, the decay in intensity at
low r would be caused by strong disorder in one or two lattice
directions, with a greater degree of ordering in the remaining
direction(s) resulting in the retention of peaks at higher r.
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The strongest peak in the PDF, present at 3.00 Å, can only
be the result of tin−tin connectivity. Such a peak would be
present in extended structures such as NaSn2, as well as one-
dimensional chains of tin atoms, tin tetrahedra or tin
dumbbells. Na1Sn1−I41/acd is the only stable phase found
with a sodium concentration between Na0.5Sn and Na2Sn.
NaSn consists of tin tetrahedra; however, the inter-tetrahedra
distances present in this structure are inconsistent with peaks
found at higher r (Figure S9). This is also reﬂected in the
diﬀerence between the DFT voltage curve (based upon the
thermodynamically stable crystalline NaSn phase) and the
experimental curve as seen in Figure 1b.
In order to investigate the nature of this amorphous
structure, we generated an Na1Sn1 amorphous phase using ab
initio molecular dynamics as described in the Experimental
Methods section. Using this structure as a starting point, we
performed a reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) reﬁnement of a
10×10×10 supercell against a single scan from our operando
PDF experiment, taking into account both real- and reciprocal-
space data. Using only minimum distance constraints (based
upon the measured PDF data) we were able to successfully
reproduce the disordered (short-range) phase in the observed
PDF.
RMC cannot readily be used to produce a complete model
for materials, such as this, with both amorphous and crystalline
components. We therefore performed additional real-space
reﬁnements using a least-squares method combining both a 61
atom subcell of the RMC reﬁned Na1.18Sn model along with the
crystalline phase described later. We used this method to
quantify how the structure changed during the electrochemical
process. Full details may be found in the SI.
As RMC reﬁnements are typically highly dependent upon the
initial conditions, and the resulting model does not necessarily
represent a unique solution, it is important to assess the quality
of this model through complementary experiments. In order to
do so, we performed 119Sn MAS ssNMR measurements on
samples discharged to the end of these processes. The chemical
shift is highly dependent on the Sn−Sn connectivity. We
compared the relative concentration of each Sn−Sn con-
nectivity in structures reﬁned against PDF measurements
during processes 2 and 2′ (blue histograms in Figure 5b,c) with
the peak areas of the corresponding deconvolved NMR spectra
(red histograms in Figure 5b,c). Spectra were ﬁt using six
Lorentzian curves, each with identical half widths at half
maxima. The shifts for tin atoms in dumbbell or tetrahedral
environments were derived from measurements on model
compounds (SI) with the remaining deconvolved peaks being
tentative assignments based on the agreement with the
expected concentrations and the ordering of the peaks.
Results are shown in Figure 5. As it is not possible to
quantify all sources of error in the measurements and ﬁtting,
the discrepancies between the results from the two diﬀerent
techniques represent a measure of this error. There is
reasonable agreement between the expected form of the
spectrum and the measured data for every connectivity
excluding tetrahedra. In both NMR spectra, we observe a
much stronger signal from tetrahedra than would be expected
from the amount present in the model structures. A small
amount of relaxation of the ex situ sample to the
thermodynamically stable NaSn structure is likely, which
accounts, at least in part, for the larger amount of tetrahedrally
coordinated tin observed in the NMR spectra than the PDF
derived models.
Ex situ 23Na measurements (SI) reveal a similar trend, with
signiﬁcant intensity in two major regions in addition to the
signal resulting from SEI, sodium incorporated into carbon, and
CMC located around −17 ppm. These two regions are at
approximately 19 ppm, which we assign to sodium atoms near
four-coordinate tin (tetrahedra) and 70 ppm, which corre-
sponds to sodium near tin chains.
23Na operando NMR measurements (Figure 3) correspond-
ing to process 2 reveal a resonance at a shift of 45 ppm which
grows throughout the process. During process 2′, the peak is
observed to continually shift and broaden until it reaches 70
ppm. Combined, these observations suggest that a more
ordered structure is formed at the start of the process, which
then undergoes a solid-solution type phase transition into a
more disordered structure consistent with observations of an
amorphous structure formed in this region.
The periodic longer-range correlations found in the PDF
data result from a more ordered component of this phase. They
are consistent with the correlations found within structures
Figure 5. (a) PDF of a single frame from our operando experiment
showing the intermediate formed at the end of processes 2 and 2′ on
discharge. Two phases can be observed in the PDF: a short-range,
disordered phase below approximately 15 Å, and a longer-range phase
whose peaks are clearly visible beyond 15 Å. Experimental data are
shown as black circles, the red line represents the calculated PDF, with
its diﬀerence to the experimental PDF oﬀset below in green. (b,c) Ex
situ 119Sn 60 kHz MAS ssNMR spectra of tin discharged to the end of
processes 2 (200 mV) and 2′ (120 mV), respectively. Experimental
data are shown as solid black lines, deconvolutions are shown as red
dashed lines, with arrows indicating the shifts and assignment of the
deconvolved peaks. The overall ﬁt is indicated with a solid red line.
Data are plotted in the ranges −2500 to 3000 ppm and 3000−10000
ppm. Inset: Histograms detailing the relative areas of the deconvolved
peaks (red) along with the relative concentrations of each Sn−Sn
connectivity in the structures reﬁned against PDF measurements
(blue). The PDF and NMR derived concentrations of each
connectivity match well, with the exception of tetrahedral connectivity.
We ascribe this discrepancy to the relaxation of this metastable
intermediate into the thermodynamically stable NaSn phase, which is
based on tin tetrahedra, relaxation occurring during the elapsed time
between the end of the cell discharge, disassembly of the cell, and the
ex situ NMR measurement.
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based upon NaSn2, but with signiﬁcant changes required
relative to the phase formed at the end of the ﬁrst processes. A
reduction in the a-lattice parameter is required, along with an
expansion of the c-lattice parameter and a signiﬁcant increase in
the anisotropic thermal displacement parameter for tin in the c-
lattice direction. While it was not possible to reﬁne sodium
occupancies or positions owing to their very small contribution
to the PDF, the expansion of the interlayer distances (c-
direction) could be a result of additional sodium atoms
between the tin layers. The increased thermal displacement
parameter is indicative of changes to the planarity of the layers,
likely resulting in signiﬁcant changes to the electrical properties
of the material. It is worth noting that similar eﬀects in other
systems are used as a means of electrochemical exfoliation.45
Performing further reﬁnements based upon the intermediate
PDF scans reveals that the changes in lattice parameters of the
NaSn2 structure occur when the electrochemical proﬁle changes
from a ﬂat plateau-like region to a more sloping region (i.e.,
during process 2′). Sloping regions in electrochemical proﬁles
indicate solid-solution mechanisms, this is consistent with the
observed changes to the NaSn2 structure. The shifting and
broadening peak observed in the operando 23Na ssNMR
measurement further shows that the local environment around
the sodium atoms is changing (i.e., a solid-solution mechanism)
and becoming more disordered. The relatively low values of the
NMR shift compared with other NaSn phases indicates that this
material is much less metallic.
We tentatively suggest that processes 2 results in the
formation of an amorphous structure consisting primarily of
chains of tin atoms, with the higher-order connectivities
observed as a result of branching within the chains. Further
insertion of sodium atoms during process 2′ occurs between
the tin layers of any remaining NaSn2, causing an expansion of
the interlayer distances and disordering in the c-lattice
direction.
We have further studied the eﬀect of this amorphous NaSn
structure on the voltage curve as presented in Figure 1b, where
the blue voltage curve is calculated using the structures which
best ﬁt our experimental observations. The predicted voltage
for a crystalline NaSn phase is signiﬁcantly higher than the
experimental value. Using our amorphous model instead
provides a better match to the observed electrochemical proﬁle.
Processes 3 and 3′. During these electrochemical processes,
the return to long-range ordering is evident from our PDF data.
The low r data are consistent with Sn−Sn dumbbells (Figure
S14) as expected based upon the stable phases we predict in
this regime of sodium concentration (Figure 1a). The simulated
PDFs for all known structures containing parallel dumbbells are
very similar below approximately 10 Å. However, diﬀerences in
the sodium content of the phases causes diﬀerences in longer-
range ordering.
Our operando 23Na ssNMR experiment indicates that these
processes do not result in the formation of a single structure
with ﬁxed stoichiometry. We ﬁrst see a single peak grow with a
ﬁxed shift of 203 ppm throughout process 3. However, upon
reaching the end of the plateau, the peak continues to grow
while simultaneously shifting to a ﬁnal value of 183 ppm during
the sloping process 3′ (Figure 3b). This suggests that this
process proceeds ﬁrst via a two-phase reaction, then by a solid-
solution reaction. In order to identify these structures, we
performed reﬁnements against multiple data sets from our
operando PDF experiment. Initial reﬁnements suggested three
potential structures, all of which were able to match the PDF
data well: Na2Sn, Na7Sn3, and Na5Sn2 (Rw = 0.18, 0.18, and
0.19, respectively). These structures all belong to the R3̅m
space group. The major diﬀerence between these three
structures is the addition of a third sodium site in the Na7Sn3
and Na5Sn2 structures compared with the Na2Sn structure
(having an occupancy of 0.8 and 1, respectively), as highlighted
in Figure 6a. While they all provide a good match in terms of a
low residual, the latter two structures required higher values for
the thermal displacement parameters (Uiso) of the sodium
atoms. This suggests that the contribution of sodium
correlations to the ﬁtted PDF is being broadened in order to
match the experimental data, implying the sodium positions
and/or stoichiometry in the model structures is incorrect.
Through reﬁning the thermal displacement parameter for the
third sodium site independently of the other two, it is apparent
that the sodium in this site has a substantially higher value for
Uiso, indicating that the reﬁnement is seeking to disorder these
sites; i.e., the models are likely incorrect. We performed further
reﬁnements based upon the Na5Sn2 structure, but allowing the
occupancy of this site to vary. This revealed a linear increase in
the occupancy during the sloping electrochemical process 3′
(Figure 6b), starting at a value of approximately 0.4 and ending
at approximately 0.75. The occupancy may also be indirectly
derived from the observed volume expansion of the crystal
lattice: the rate of increase of occupancy is identical to that
obtained through PDF reﬁnements if an ionic radius for sodium
of 1.10 Å is assumed. This is consistent with the sodium ions
having a coordination number between 6 and 8.46 An example
of the ﬁt to a measured PDF is given in Figure 6c. Full details of
these calculations are given in the SI.
Figure 6. (a) A projection of the Na5−xSn2 class of structures viewed
down the a-axis. Sodium atoms are shown in yellow, tin in gray, the
partial occupancies of the third sodium site are indicated increasing
from 0.4 to 0.75 by blue arrows. (b) A plot of the occupancy of Na site
3 vs time spent on this electrochemical process. Occupancies derived
directly from PDF reﬁnements are shown as black circles, occupancies
determined from the volume expansion of the crystal lattice (assuming
an Na ionic radius of 1.10 Å) are shown as red crosses. Trends are
indicated for both data series as dashed lines. (c) Fit of the PDF
corresponding to the ﬁrst frame obtained during this process over the
range 0−50 Å (Rw = 0.19). Raw data are shown as black circles, the ﬁt
is shown as a red line, and the diﬀerence is shown as a green line oﬀset
below.
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We, therefore, propose that this electrochemical process
starts with the formation of Na4.4Sn2 during process 3 followed
by a solid solution of structures of the form Na5−xSn2 during
process 3′, ending at Na4.75Sn2. This is also consistent with the
observed slope in the electrochemistry during process 3′, which
is typically indicative of solid-solution behavior.
Processes 4 and 4′. The ﬁnal discharge product, Na15Sn4, is
well-known in the literature.4,7,17,47 We were not able to
observe complete formation of this phase during our operando
PDF measurement, which we believe was due to the increased
resistance of the operando electrochemical cells. In addition, we
were unable to hold the cell at the end of discharge for long
enough to allow complete conversion owing to the limited
amount of allocated beamtime; complete conversion was
observed during the operando NMR measurement, however,
owing to the greater amount of time spent holding the cell
potential at 1 mV. Ex situ PDF measurements were able to
conﬁrm the formation of Na15Sn4, with no signiﬁcant
distortions from the average Na15Sn4 structure (SI). During
our operando 23Na NMR experiment, however, we observed the
formation of peaks at both −75 and −260 ppm at the end of
discharge. The peak at −75 ppm is observed to grow ﬁrst, and
is tentatively ascribed to the formation of Na15Sn4. This
structure consists of isolated tin atoms within an expanse of
sodium atoms; the incorporation of an excess of sodium within
this crystal structure would not require further breaking of Sn−
Sn bonds and could therefore be expected to be relatively facile.
It is to this (Na15+xSn4) that we tentatively assign the signal at
−260 ppm. This is analogous to the processes by which
Li15+xSi4 and Li15+xGe4 form electrochemically.
35,48 It should be
noted that, while Na15Sn4 contains two crystallographically
distinct sodium sites, the diﬀering rates of growth of these two
peaks suggests they result from diﬀerent phases. Upon reversal
of the current, the peak at −260 ppm almost immediately
vanishes, and is replaced with a broader resonance around
−360 ppm, which quickly disappears. The peak at −75 ppm
shrinks much more gradually throughout the entire electro-
chemical process. This behavior is identical to that seen in the
lithium−silicon system.
Ex situ 119Sn MAS ssNMR measurements for the material
formed at the end of discharge (Figure S16) reveal two sharp
peaks at 122 and 385 ppm. As Na15Sn4 only contains one
crystallographic tin site, this is further evidence for the
formation of an additional structurally related phase at the
end of discharge.
Relaxation. In order to verify that the structures formed
during the third electrochemical process are metastable as
predicted by our calculations, we further performed some in situ
23Na ssNMR experiments to observe how the structure relaxes
upon removal of the applied current. We observe a continual
shift and sharpening of the peak at 200 ppm formed upon
discharge. This is a clear indication that the structure changes
even without an applied current. During this time the measured
potential is found to increase. The shift to higher frequencies is
consistent with sodium removal from the structure, which is
likely a result of reaction with the electrolyte or SEI. This would
also be consistent with the increasing potential of the cell.
While detailed diﬀraction measurements have yet to be
performed in order to identify the structure(s) formed, we
present this as evidence supporting the use of operando
measurements for both this system and other, highly reactive,
alloying materials. Further details are given in the SI.
■ DISCUSSION
Based on our PDF, XRD, ssNMR measurements and
theoretical calculations, we propose the following discharge
mechanism for the sodium−tin system:
• Process 1: Sn → NaSn3
• Process 1′: Sn, NaSn3 → NaSn2
• Process 2: NaSn2 → a-Na1.2Sn
• Process 2′: a-Na1.2Sn + NaSn2 → a-Na1.2Sn + expanded
Na1+xSn2 (solid solution)
• Process 3: a-Na1.2Sn + expanded Na1+xSn2 → Na4.4Sn2
• Process 3′: Na4.4Sn2 → Na4.75Sn2 (solid solution)
• Process 4: Na4.75Sn2 → Na15Sn4
• Process 4′: Na15Sn4 → Na15+xSn4
The ﬁrst transformation (processes 1 and 1′) is from
crystalline β-Sn to another crystalline material. This is in
contrast to many alloying systems, notably sodium−anti-
mony5,43 and lithium−silicon,49 where the ﬁrst electrochemical
process involves the formation of an amorphous structure due
to the overpotential required to break up the crystalline lattice
of the starting material. A transformation between two
crystalline species without intermediate amorphization suggests
a relatively facile transition, requiring only small changes in tin
connectivity. This is readily observable in our operando PDF
data, with only minor changes observed at low r (Figure 7a).
These processes result in the conversion from β-Sn to a layered
structure of composition NaSn2 via an intermediate with a
similar structure to NaSn2 of approximate stoichiometry NaSn3.
Figure 7b,c demonstrates the similarity of the end-member
structures, with signiﬁcant short-range changes highlighted with
colored lines.
NMR measurements of this phase reveal strongly Knight
shifted features consistent with the likely electronic properties
of the stanine-like tin layer. The slow convergence of the
phonon spectra with respect to the k-point sampling, could also
hint at a strong electron−phonon coupling and a complex
Fermi surface shape. These properties are consistent with the
structural similarities of this phase to structures such as MgB2,
which are studied in the context of high-temperature
superconductors.50 The full understanding of the electronic
structure of NaSn2 is, however, beyond the scope of this study.
The lower sodium-content phase, approximate composition
NaSn3, is almost identical to that of NaSn2 noted earlier, but
with a reduction in symmetry caused by the presence of tin
atoms within the sodium layers. The formation of this
additional intermediate implies that, while the breakup of
β-Sn is relatively facile compared to other alloying systems,
there is a preference to go via an additional structurally related
intermediate (NaSn3) rather than phase separate into the two
end member phases, β-Sn and NaSn2. It is possible that this
may help to mediate strain at the interface between the two
phases.
The second electrochemical process is kinetically driven,
resulting primarily in the formation of an amorphous phase,
rather than the thermodynamically stable NaSn. The high
melting-point of the crystalline NaSn phase,31 along with its
low electrical conductivity, as observed by NMR, both point to
low atomic mobility within the structure. This, combined with
the large structural rearrangement that would be necessary to
form Sn4 clusters in the crystalline thermodynamic phase, is a
likely reason for why it does not form. Qualitatively, the voltage
curve obtained using the crystalline Na1Sn1 phase describes
better the charge curve in this region (Figure 1b), whereas the
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discharge curve is better described by the amorphous Na1Sn1
phase; the much more well-deﬁned plateaus during charging
also being suggestive of the formation of a more ordered
structure. During charging (sodium removal), the relative
mobility of Na+ ions and the need only to make rather than
break bonds may make formation of a crystalline structure
more favorable. This may explain the better representation of
the charge curve by the crystalline Na1Sn1, and is suggestive
that the mechanism for sodium removal may diﬀer from that of
sodium insertion contrary to previous reports.7,17
The tin connectivity in the amorphous phase primarily
consists of chains of tin atoms, likely a consequence of the fact
that it forms from the layered NaSn2 phase. Despite this, we
observed a clear tendency toward a small amount of tetrahedral
connectivity, which is present in the thermodynamically stable
crystalline NaSn phase. This indicates that the transformation is
not exclusively kinetically driven, and the relative concen-
trations of the diﬀerent species in the amorphous phase are
likely rate dependent. In this region, we additionally observe
some expansion and disordering in the interlayer direction of
the NaSn2 structure, indicating that addition of sodium between
the layers of NaSn2 might be kinetically more facile than
breaking up the extended lattice. This is not unexpected owing
to the ability of other layered materials (notably graphite) to
swell and, ultimately, exfoliate electrochemically.45
At sodium concentrations higher than Na2Sn, structures
based upon tin dumbbells are formed. Our DFT calculations
predict numerous dumbbell phases at similar energies, similar
behavior also having been observed for a number of other
chemically related systems.34,35 It is clear that the structures
formed experimentally during these process are very similar to
Na2Sn, Na7Sn3, and Na5Sn2three structures that diﬀer
primarily through the occupancy of one of their sodium sites.
The occupancy of this site was found (via reﬁnement of the site
occupancy) to increase linearly throughout the sloping
electrochemical process 3′, thus providing an explanation for
the solid-solution behavior implied by the electrochemistry.
The addition of further sodium to the existing phase, rather
than the immediate nucleation of Na15Sn4, is once again
kinetically driven. The presence of a number of related
structures at similar energies allows for a relatively facile
transition between them simply through adding additional
sodium atoms between the dumbbells. Conversely breaking up
the tin dumbbells requires a greater input of energy. This result
implies metastability of the structures produced during these
processes. A further consequence of this may be that the
structures formed may be diﬀerent upon discharge and charge,
as well as relaxation eﬀects upon removal of the current; our
preliminary data indicate that this is indeed the case and will be
the subject of future work. A full analysis of the sodium removal
mechanism is beyond the scope of this paper.
Given the number of apparently ﬂat plateaus in the
electrochemical proﬁle, along with the relatively high number
of crystalline intermediates, it may appear at ﬁrst glance that the
Na−Sn system is thermodynamically driven. The calculated
voltage curve obtained from the structures predicted to be
stable in DFT calculations matches the experimental curve
fairly well, demonstrating the predictive capability of the
theoretical methods used. The disagreement between the
theoretical and experimental voltages (as shown by the
diﬀerence between the blue and black lines in Figure 1b) can
be attributed mainly to experimental eﬀects such as ﬁnite
particle size, surface, and kinetic eﬀects including over-
potentials, which are not included in the modeling. From our
experimental data, it is also clear that kinetic considerations are
very important to the transformations taking place, and
understanding these additional complexities is necessary in
order to understand the complex electrochemical behavior of
the system. We note that the behavior during the kinetically
driven regions is likely to be highly dependent on the
overpotential at which the cell operates. This can be aﬀected
by electrode formulation, charge rate, and experimental setup,
among other things, and can explain diﬀerences between the
electrochemistry presented here and in other studies, most
notably in thin ﬁlms. These diﬀerences are also important to
understand in the context of binary and ternary alloys with tin
as a component, as the presence of additional inactive matrices,
other active elements, and interfaces between nanosized regions
is likely to have an eﬀect on the kinetic pathways taken. For
these electrodes to be implemented in practical systems, a full
understanding of these processes as a function of experimental
details such as rate and electrode formulation will be required.
Figure 7. (a) PDFs obtained during an operando measurement
corresponding to electrochemical processes 1 and 1′. The ﬁrst scan
during this process corresponds to β-Sn (red), the last to NaSn2
(green). The cell was cycled at a rate of C/70 (corresponding to
achieving the theoretical capacity in 70 h), and data were gathered at
2 h intervals. (b) A projection of the β-Sn structure viewed in the
[111] direction. The short-range correlations lost during the structural
transformation are indicated as orange and magenta lines, and are
shown with the same color arrows in (a). (c) A projection of the
NaSn2 structure viewed down the c-axis. The short-range Sn−Sn
correlations gained during the structural transformation are indicated
with blue lines, and are shown with a blue arrow in (a). Tin atoms are
shown in gray, sodium in yellow; Sn−Sn bonds are shown as gray
lines.
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■ CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully utilized the method of AIRSS + atomic
species swapping in order to predict a variety of stable and
locally stable structures. Using this theoretical framework, we
were able to fully model our operando PDF and XRD data,
which, combined with information from operando ssNMR
measurements, provide a comprehensive understanding of the
sodium−tin electrochemical system. Having access to the
possible metastable structures can be very insightful when
studying electrochemical processes, since these might occur far
from equilibrium.
Experimental evidence for the formation of NaSn2 during the
ﬁrst electrochemical processes, a phase predicted by our DFT
calculations to be thermodynamically stable is presented. The
results represent the ﬁrst structural evidence that these
processes result in the formation of two phases (the other
being of approximate composition NaSn3, which bears a strong
similarity to NaSn2, with the addition of tin atoms within the
sodium layers).
Reverse Monte Carlo reﬁnements against models produced
by ab initio molecular dynamics were able to extract structural
information about the amorphous intermediate formed during
the second process, constraining the simulations with
information from operando PDF measurements. The resulting
model consists primarily of chains of tin atoms, and is
consistent will all known experimental data on this phase. 119Sn
MAS ssNMR measurements were used to examine the
connectivity present in the amorphous sodium−tin phases,
with the value of the shift being found to be highly dependent
upon the tin−tin connectivity. The relative concentration of
each connectivity was shown to support the MD/RMC model.
Operando ssNMR data presented evidence for a solid-
solution process during the process around 60 mV (labeled 3′).
Detailed PDF reﬁnements revealed an increase in occupancy of
a single sodium site in dumbbell structures of the form
Na5−xSn2. Furthermore, our NMR data reveal, for the ﬁrst time,
the possibility of further sodium storage within the Na15Sn4
structure, formed toward the end of discharge, as an oﬀ-
stoichiometry phase Na15+xSn4, in a process analogous to that
observed in the lithium−silicon system.
The ﬁrst evidence for signiﬁcant solid solution behavior and
resulting metastability in the sodium−tin system is presented.
The study provides a clear demonstration of the need for a
variety of techniques probing both short- and long-range
structures, along with a detailed theoretical underpinning of
model structures, in order to comprehensively understand the
mechanism of sodium insertion. Our results have further
implications beyond the sodium−tin system, highlighting the
fact that even a system under apparent thermodynamic control,
the nature of electrochemical alloying means that kinetic
considerations remain very important.
■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Except were otherwise stated, all experiments were performed under
ambient conditions.
Electrode Preparation. Tin powder (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99%,
particle size ≤150 nm), carbon Super P (Timcal), and sodium
carboxymethyl cellulose (Sigma-Aldrich, DS = 0.7, Mw = 700 000)
(70:19:11) were ball-milled in a water:ethanol solvent (70:30) using a
SPEX 8000M mixer/mill for 15 min. The resulting viscous slurry was
cast onto Mylar foil using a 300 μm doctor blade, dried for 16 h in air,
and then a further 4 h at 100 °C in vacuo. The resultant self-supporting
ﬁlms were used for all the electrochemical measurements reported
here.
Electrochemical experiments. Cells were prepared under an
argon atmosphere using metallic sodium (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%) as an
anode. The electrolyte was 1 M NaPF6 (Alfa Aesar, ≥99%) in
propylene carbonate (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous), and the separator
was borosilicate glass ﬁber (Whatman, GF/A). Ex situ electrochemical
measurements were performed with standard 2032 coin cell parts
using a Biologic MPG2 battery cycler.
While commercial electrodes are usually fabricated by casting a
slurry onto a metallic current collector (typically aluminum for
sodium-ion batteries), the presence of such a current collector does
not allow operando PDF and NMR measurements to be performed. In
the case of PDF, the inhomogeneity caused by rolling the metal foil
causes inconsistencies in the background depending upon where the
beam hits. For NMR the metal foil shields the RF radiation,
attenuating the signal. As such, all reported electrochemical data in this
paper was performed using the self-supporting ﬁlms described above.
In order to maximize signal-to-noise for our measurements, ﬁlms of
greater thickness than are often used in electrochemistry measure-
ments were also used (typically around 300 μm). Such ﬁlms, if
optimized are, in principle, of commercial relevance as they maximize
the energy density that can be obtained without using large quantities
of an expensive current collector. Increasing the thickness necessitated
a corresponding increase in the temperature at which the cells were
cycled in order to achieve an acceptable rate performance. We note no
signiﬁcant diﬀerences to the features observed in reported electro-
chemical measurements as a result of these changes, aside from
additional capacity above 0.5 V, which we attribute to a combination of
SnO on the surface of the nanoparticles, and additional electrolyte
breakdown as a result of the large surface area exposed.
PDF Analysis. Operando PDF measurements were performed at
beamline I15 at Diamond Light Source using a modiﬁed Swagelok cell
adapted for X-ray transmission. Cells were prepared in an argon
atmosphere glovebox (O2, H2O < 0.1 ppm) using the same materials
as for the coin cell measurements. Electrochemical measurements were
performed using an Ivium-n-Stat battery cycler. Cells were
galvanostatically cycled in the potential range 2−0.001 V at a rate of
C/30 (based on the mass of tin, corresponding to 3.75 Na per Sn in
30 h) and held at the end of discharge for the remainder of the
experiment (a further 32 h).
Measurements were taken using an X-ray beam of energy 76 keV
(λ = 0.1631 Å) and an amorphous silicon area detector (PerkinElmer)
in order to gather data to large values of momentum transfer.51,52 Data
were collected at 60 min intervals, using a total exposure time of 60 s
per scan.
Additional operando PDF and XRD measurements were performed
at beamline 11-ID-B at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne
National Laboratory using the AMPIX cell.53 Cells were prepared in
an argon atmosphere glovebox (O2, H2O < 0.1 ppm) using the same
materials as for the coin cell measurements. Electrochemical
measurements were performed using a Maccor 4300 battery cycler.
Cells were galvanostatically cycled in the potential range 2−0.001 V at
a rate of C/70 (based on the mass of tin, corresponding to 3.75 Na per
Sn in 70 h).
Measurements were taken using an X-ray beam of energy 86.7 keV
(λ = 0.1430 Å) and an amorphous silicon area detector (PerkinElmer)
in order to gather data to large values of momentum transfer.51,52 Data
were collected at 60 min intervals, alternating diﬀraction mode and
PDF mode using an exposure time of 300 s at a temperature of 60 °C.
For all PDF and XRD experiments, background measurements were
taken using identical cells, but without the active material present. A
CeO2 standard was used to determine the sample geometry and the
sample-to-detector distance. The data were converted to a function of
intensity vs Q using FIT2D or Data Analysis WorkbeNch
(DAWN).54,55 Standard corrections (background, Compton scatter-
ing, detector eﬀects) were applied, and the data were Fourier
transformed to obtain G(r) using the software PDFGetX2.56 Structural
reﬁnements were performed on the crystalline components using
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PDFGUI.57 Reverse Monte Carlo reﬁnements were performed using
RMCProﬁle.58
Solid-State NMR Spectroscopy. In-house designed cells based
upon a cylindrical capsule59 were prepared in an argon atmosphere
glovebox (O2, H2O < 0.1 ppm) using the same materials as for the
coin cell measurements. Electrochemical measurements were
performed using a Bio-Logic VSP battery cycler. Cells were
galvanostatically cycled in the potential range 2−0.001 V at a rate of
C/30 (based on the mass of tin, corresponding to 3.75 Na per Sn in
30 h), and held at 1 mV until the applied current dropped to C/100,
which ensures complete reaction of the electrode materials (a process
commonly required for operando measurements, where there is an
increased resistance of the electrochemical cell caused by modiﬁcations
to the cell design to allow external monitoringby radio frequency
ﬁelds in this case).48 Cells were cycled at a temperature of 35 °C.
Operando ssNMR measurements were performed using a Bruker
Avance 300 MHz spectrometer (23Na Larmor frequency = 79.39
MHz). It was observed that the formation of intermetallic species
during operation of the batteries radically changed the required tuning
and matching parameters. Using a conventional static probe, with a
resonance circuit ﬁxed at the start of the experiment, thus resulted in a
reduction in the quality of data gathered as the properties of the
electrodes changed. In order to overcome these diﬃculties, a static
probe system with automatic tuning and matching capabilities (along
with connections for an external battery cycler) was used.60 The
resonance circuit was recalibrated immediately prior to each
measurement by minimizing the standing wave ratio of the forward
and reﬂected power for a low-power (0.01 W) continuous-wave pulse.
The electrochemical cell was aligned such that the electrodes were
perpendicular to the applied ﬁeld.
In order to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio for a time-restricted
measurement, a one-pulse sequence was used. A 90° pulse
corresponded to 4.5 μs at 200 W using an 11 mm diameter silver
coil. 25600 transients were collected for each spectrum, using a recycle
delay of 0.05 s (30 min per spectrum). The 23Na signals were
referenced using a 1 M solution of NaCl at a shift of 0 ppm.61 Spectra
were Fourier transformed and individually phased using Bruker
Topspin 3.2. Backgrounds were subtracted using ﬁtyk.62
Ex situ 23Na magic angle spinning (MAS) ssNMR measurements
were performed using a Bruker Avance III 200 MHz spectrometer
(23Na and 119Sn Larmor frequencies of 52.92 and 74.61 MHz,
respectively). 1.3 mm zirconia rotors were spun at 60 kHz using a
Bruker double-resonance probehead. For the 23Na measurements, a
MAS speed synchronized Hahn-echo pulse sequence with 90−180°
pulses corresponding to 2−4 μs at 25 W was applied, and a recycle
delay of 0.05 s was used. Spectra were referenced using NaCl powder
at 7.21 ppm.63 For the 119Sn measurements, a Hahn-echo pulse
sequence with 90−180° pulses corresponding to 1.38−2.76 μs at
43.5 W was applied, and a recycle delay of 0.3 s was used. Spectra were
referenced using SnO2 powder at −604.3 ppm.64
Samples for ex situ MAS NMR investigations were prepared
electrochemically; cells were cycled at a rate of C/20 (based on the
mass of tin, corresponding to 3.75 Na per Sn in 20 h) to the point of
interest on the electrochemical curve at a temperature of 55 °C. The
electrodes were recovered inside an argon atmosphere glovebox (O2,
H2O < 0.1 ppm), washed with dimethylcarbonate (Sigma-Aldrich,
anhydrous, >99%), and immediately dried in vacuo. The respective
electrode ﬁlms were then individually ground and packed into rotors
immediately. Decomposition was minimized by careful and rapid
handling of the materials within a glovebox. However, the samples
were found to degrade in under 5 min of exposure to the glovebox
atmosphere, so it is possible that small quantities of decomposition
products remain.
Structure Prediction. The structure prediction was performed
using AIRSS.21 Within the AIRSS method, random structures are
generated and then relaxed to a local minimum in the potential energy
surface (PES) using DFT forces. The large number of relaxed
structures generated enables wide coverage of the PES of the system.
Based on general physical principles and system-speciﬁc constraints,
the search can be biased in a variety of sensible ways.22 The AIRSS
search was complemented with a high-throughput screening from the
ICSD.16 All combinations of {Li,Na,K}−{Si,Ge,Sn,Pb} crystal
structures at diﬀerent stoichiometries were obtained from the ICSD.
For each structure, the anions and cations were swapped to Na and Sn,
respectively, and then relaxed using DFT forces. The AIRSS + species
swapping method been successfully used for Li−Si,34 Li−Ge,34,35 Li−
S,65 and Li−P66 systems. Furthermore, a study on point defects in
silicon has been presented using the AIRSS method.67
Approximately 4000 structures were generated by AIRSS. We found
the energetics of the system hard to converge using low-accuracy
pseudopotentials usually used in our high-throughput studies which
limited the amount of random structures generated by our search. The
calculations were performed using the CASTEP DFT plane-wave
code68 using the gradient corrected Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange-correlation functional. The core electrons were described
using Vanderbilt “ultrasoft” pseudopotentials.69 For the initial AIRSS
searches, the Brillouin zone (BZ) was sampled using a Monkhorst−
Pack70 grid with a k-point spacing ﬁner than 2π × 0.05 Å−1, and the
plane wave basis set was truncated at an energy cutoﬀ value of 500 eV.
The low-energy structures obtained by the search were reﬁned with
higher accuracy using a k-point spacing ﬁner than 2π × 0.03 Å−1 and
an energy cutoﬀ of 800 eV along with more accurate pseudopoten-
tials.71 This level of accuracy was used to calculate all properties
throughout this study, unless stated otherwise. The structures obtained
from the ICSD were relaxed with the same level of theory.
The system’s thermodynamical phase stability was assessed by
comparing the free energy of diﬀerent phases. From the obtained DFT
total energy, E{AaBb}, of a given binary phase of elements A and B
with stoichiometry AaBb, a formation energy per atom was deﬁned as
= − −
+
E
E aE bE
a b
/atom
{A B } {A} {B}a b
f (1)
The formation energies of each structure were plotted as a function
of the A element concentration, u = a/(a + b), starting at u = 0 and
ending at u = 1. A convex hull was constructed between the chemical
potentials at (u, Ef /atom) = (0, 0) and (1, 0) by drawing a tie-line that
joins the lowest energy structures. This construction gives access to
the 0 K stable structure since the second law of thermodynamics
demands that the (free) energy per atom is a convex function of the
relative concentrations of the atoms (see Figure 1a). A more detailed
description of the convex hull construction may be found in ref 34.
Average voltages for the structures lying on the hull were calculated
from the available DFT total energies. For two given phases on the
hull, Ax1 B and Ax2 B, with x2 > x1, the following two-phase reaction is
assumed:
+ − →x xA B ( )A A Bx x2 11 2 (2)
The voltage, V, is given by72
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where it is assumed that the Gibbs energy can be approximated by the
internal energy, as the pV and thermal energy contributions are
small.72
Phonon dispersion curves were calculated using density-functional
perturbation theory in CASTEP.28 Norm-conserving pseudopotentials
were used, the Brillouin zone was sampled using a Monkhorst−Pack
grid with a k-point spacing ﬁner than 2π × 0.0175 Å−1, and the plane
wave basis set was truncated at an energy cutoﬀ of 1200 eV.70 The
structures were fully relaxed at this level of accuracy.
Born−Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD) simulations
were run in CASTEP using an NVT ensemble using a Nose−́Hoover
thermostat,73 a 1 fs integration time step, “ultrasoft” pseudopotentials,
a planewave cutoﬀ energy of 500 eV, and with integrals taken over the
Γ point. Initially, a 64 atom cubic supercell with composition Na1Sn1
was created by placing the atoms in random positions obeying the
density and minimum atomic distances found in Na1Sn1−I41/acd. The
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system was heated to 1000 K at 1 K/fs, equilibrated during 3 ps,
cooled at rate of 1 K/fs to 300 K, and equilibrated for 4 ps; ﬁnally, the
atomic conﬁgurations were sampled over the last 5 ps. The sampled
atomic conﬁgurations were averaged, and the resulting structure was
relaxed using the same level of theory used in the convex hull
construction.
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